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Abstract

We have oalculated the order corrections to the order !!„

parity-violating (FV) eleotron-quark potential H^ 4 at q =0 in the

standard 311(2), I U(l) theory using a renormaliaation aoheme whioh has

!*_,*_ and M_ (Higgs' mass) aa input parameters. ¥e then use 3U(3)

relations to write an effective FV eleotron-nuoleon potential H Î

in terms of the dimensionless parameters C,-,, C-,_ (nuclear spin

independent) Cpp'̂ PH (nu"lear spin dependeat) and C,p,C,H (electron

anonaloua aagwtia aeaent .dependent). For ee= l-H_/lL * .23 and small

Kigga' maaa M_̂  M_ ,the corrections to C,- are negligible while those

t» C T - . C - - are quite large with corrections to (!,,_ of medium importance.

The IL-dependent eorreotions to thaae four parameters are a l l large for

large Hwfl Self- C,_,and 0.™ are f irst induced at one loop and are amall.

We show that Cgj, and C2- suffer fron large uncertainties due to

the strong interaotions whioh make the theoretical interpretation of

experiments designed to measure these quantities less olear than was

preeioua.ly thought. The other parameters are relatively free from

strong interaotion uncertainties. Me review the diseases of the old

1934 four-fermion theory and give an overview of the renormaliiation

of the Weintierg-Salam theory, fe disouas the possibil ity of high-

preciaion experiments in one—eleotron atoms to measure these radiative

corrections and remind the reader of a previously proposed experiment

in hydrogen or deuterium which will measure Ĉ p or C-,p+ (/,„ respectively.

Tfo have just heard the results of M. Bouchiat's beautiful and

oareful experiment on parity-violations in atomic Cesium whiohtit

•eeost ie in agreement with the predictions of the Yeinberg-3alam (i)3)

Pi

theory. The reason for a l l of the excitement i s that an atouio physics

experiment,done at very low energy and cost,ha3 measured something funda-

mental to high energy physios with email experimental error; in this case

the parity-violating (FV) properties of neutral oprrcnts. This is

reminiscent of the experimental vindication of QED i s 1947 l>y

the observed Lamb shiftT The faot that the Paris experiment agrees

with IS i s taken as a major triumph for 3U(2)-X U(l) unification.

The question ist to what accuracy can we push these types of

experiments and s t i l l get a 'theoretically olean1 prediction from the

fundamental gauge theory? Tou have heard about the diff iculty and

complexity of the calculation of purely atoaio effects in heavy atoms

and i t is reasonable to assume that these calculations cannot be pushed
(1,27)

beyond the IO56 confidence leve l . This,of course, brings us to one—eleotron

atoms and, in particular, hydrogen. Since the atonic wavefunctions

are known exactly in the non-relativistio l imit , there i s hope that

i t might be possible to teat the higher-order corrections to F7

effects . In fact, I shall show that higher—order corrections are l iable , for

experiments on FT effacts in hydrogen, to give a large frao+ion

of the experimental signal but that the theoretical interpretation

of the results is Ies3 olear than at f irst glanoe due to atroag-interaotion

effeots . I will report hers on the one-loop radiative corrections' to the

effective electron-quark PV potential whioh i s presumably the origin

of the eleotron-nuoleon FT potential*

The F7 electron-quark (e-q) potential i s defined, modulo Fourier

transforms, aa the S-matrix elenent of e last ic e-q scattering at
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momentuB transfer q . All external fernion lines are on-nass-

shell (j. = —o ), Then, the FV e—q potential miy be jaraaetrized aa follows: '

Here, e, u and d are on-shell free electron, u-quark and d-quark

Cirac spinors and the Dirao algebra,as well as all other conventions*

used,is as in Oiagrammar with ^i-JiX)^ 1. 0i» =(1.16632 1.00002) IIP""'GeV~?

is the muon decay constant. The dimensionless parameters C, iC,.,C, ,0,,,
* lu' Id' 2u 2a|

C, and C,. are the object of our calculation; we want them to 1$ accuracy.

Hp,qhas tha fora of a current-current interaction and could be a

siaple-minded generalization of Ferni's 1934 theory of weak interactions

in which we introduce neutral currents as veil as charged onea. So what

has al l of the elaborate structure of gauge theories,which we learned

in prof. Hayot's lectures i bought us? To see the answer, we oust look

not at the form of Ĥ T̂  but where i t cornea from.

The old four-fermion theory suffers from two incurable diseases.

These are Vae violation of the unitarity condition at high q and

the fact that the theory is non-renorasalizable. The unitarity condition

is related to the Optical theorum and says that for s-wave scattering

the total croas section <T<TV|2q \ . For C- = C,d =0 the Fermi theory

givea matrix elements ffl /v 0 (at tree level) independant of j . H
Is 0 t h a t f o r ' (300 t l l e probability of interaction

becomes greater than onel Because the aiatrii elaments for massive bosorj

eichar.ge in a spontaneously broken gauge theory (SBOT) fall off aa q
o

for large q , this is not a problem for SBGT'a and the unitarity
condition is obeyed.

Perhaps the most compelling reason (for theorists) to prefer a

gauge theory to Fermi'a theory ia renoraalizabilityt the ability to

handle systematically the ultra—violet (UV) divergences which appear

in higher-order oorreotiona to physical processes. Let's s.ay we depict

the effect of H^** for e-u scattering by the Feynman diagram of Fig. la

and we want to caloulate the ff(Ua ) corrections to this process» These

would be given, in part,by the diagram of Fig, lb. This 'graph' (for very

deep reasons which Prof. Stora. has hinted at) is gotten by integration

over products of 'time-ordered products' or 'propagators * =.nd vertices

formed according to the 'Feynaan rules' .For electrons, the propagator »s

e ~S ~{^Xi + aie)/(p + a - i £ ) and the contribution of the graph in Pig.lb Is

ML lsy^f + j ,^K" + »i i
where £*""* is a product of Dirap matrices and spinors depending only on externaJ

oononta and apine. Modulo all sorts of subtleties from the theory of

complex variables this integral blows up for A"̂  k >>(external momenta')

r ^ l

as j k dk A- A. where A is a UV cut-off momentum which we would l ike

to let becooe infinite. But then the matrix element would become

infinite! This is the UV catastrophe.

It ia the great auccesB^of 'renormaliaable' field theorise that

tbeae UV divergenoes can all be absorbed into u»—measurable non—physical

parameters so that the measurable physical aua.Htltie8 (like mass,electric

charge,etc.) are all finite as A.-^ eo . It turns out that one of the

necessary conditions for this to happen is that no parameter appearing

in the theory have dimensions of (mass)" with n>0. since (!„«- (mass)

the four—fermion theory is non—renormalisable and is stripped of predictive

power in higher—order corrections. Thus, radiative corrections would ba

an area of genuine dissagreeaent between the (phenomenological) Fermi

theory and the (renormalizable) gauge theory. An eiperieentally verified

radiative oorrection would be a major triumph for non—Abellian gauge

theories and would justify all of this theoretioal work. After all ,
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both the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon and the Lamb sh i f t

are radia t ive correct ions and are two of the most compelling reasons to

believe Q£D. An experiment capable of measuring, say, 0. to 1$ accuracy

would +-93t the Q'( d.) correct ions to t h i s quant i ty . Sines these rad ia t ive

correc t ions , which were the reason for +he invention of gauge *heories in

the f i r s t p lace , depend on the ful l 3BGT s t ruc ture of the gauge

theory ( Eiggs' ,gauge p a r t i c l e s , extra fermiona, e t c . ) , t h i s would

provide the f i r s t evidence that the fundamental loca l gauge—symmetric

s t ruc ture upon which moat of recent theore t i ca l ideas are based i s , in

fac t , re la ted to physioal experimental r e a l i t y .

Ife wil l ca lcula te the parameters C, , C , j ,C_ , 0 , , ,C. ,C , , through

in the ' s tandard ' SD(2),3CU(1) theory due to A-Salam and 3= ITeinberg

neglect ing strong in te rac t ions of the quarks. To lowest order in the fine

s t ruoture constant <* = (I37.O35963 + .000015)"1 the Hamiltonian H ^ q

ia the q =0 lisoit of -the diagram in Fig- 2 and ve have 0 = R( l -2v a ) / 6 t

xu c

= 1 - = 1-Og with 9 the Z-A mixing angle and M and K the

experimental masses of tbe (soon to be discovered) If" and Z bosons and
f A\

A the photon. The overall factor a = (37.26lGev/(»Lss))
2 is expected to

(30) ,
be very close to 1 . Ihi 'T1 superscript indicates that these 0 'a

came from the'tree'diagram of Fig. 2.

To the next order in 5^ , the one—loop level , the oaleulation of C. ,

C- . jCp.Cp. jC, ,C, , ( ' 1 ' for 'one-loop') i s guite complicated due to the

SBGT structure of +he US theory. Ihen expressed in terms of the renormalized

measurable quanti t ies M_, M_,m ,1L and aL (JL,is the Eiggs' scalar mass

and m is a generic na-me for a fermion mass)) these parameters are DV

and infra-red (IR) fini+e and correct through ^(«O • Fote that the above

def in i t ion of a , i s the usual one ( r a t i o of charged to neutra l currant

neutrino sca t t e r ing) at t ree level but d i f ferent at the one-loop l e v e l .

I t is beyond the scope of t h i s lec ture to explain the detailB of

the renormalization of SU(2) J U(l) but I will t ry to indicate the
L
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general procedure for one-loop calculations in 83.

Firet we make a l i s t of al l aultiplets of fields appearing in the

theory before spontaneous symmetry "breaking (SSB). For simplicity,

we'll stick to one 'generation1 of fermione. All fields transform as

singlets under U(l) hypercharge while under SU(2) weak isospin ve have

i) one left-handed (LH) lepton doublet L = ^ ̂ oj L and one LH quark

doublet q* = { ̂ 0 ) L i-0 four right-handed (RE) feraion singlets a° ,

V ° , u° and d° , i i i ) a triplet of SU(2) gauge vector bosons Vu. ,

iv) a singlet U(l) gauge vector boson Bu y v) a (complex) doublet of

Higga' scalars i ° - M l ^ j i v i ) a tr iplet and singlet of 'ghost' fields
needed in

5
gauge to quantize the theory and subtract out extra-

0 - 0t, 0 - 0 ,

neous degrees of freedom, which we label aolleetively as "1. } t . ^j=
The l i t t l e 'o ' aupersoript indicates that these are the unpbysical

fermion field by multiplication from the left by t,= (l+tcJ

bare f ie lds while a l e f t or right-handed fermion i s gotten from the

or
u -}••

I = (1-Vc)/? respectively.
it p-

Tfow write the 'bare ' Lagrangian L in terms of these bare fields
i . 2

and some bare coupling constants g f ffoi«o
 a n l i B

o
 a n d " a r e fermion

masses m , m and m according to Prof. Hayot's instructions so that the

whole thing haB 3U(2)LX U(l) symmetry:

f W (3.1)

- ^

(3.6)



with <T the u3ual Pauli matrices and . The total Lagrangian

L j . m 4 . is gotten by adding the gauge-fixing and 'ghoat ' Lagrangiana L .
TOT go I .

and L . + in such a way that L to+ has the eo-called BUS symmetry.

It is the fundamental result of renormalization theory that a l l

DV divergences appearing in a given calculation in a renoraalizatle field

theory are fictitious and due to the fact that there is no absolute

nomenturn (or any other) aoale in the universe but only ratios of momenta

to some arbitrary standard. Therefore, when we rescale the bare fields

< = V vr =

• <4>1/2

and the bare coupling constants and masses

z-aE2

, 2

is)

4
all UV divergences occuring in matrix elements or Green's functions

nay be absorbed into the Z's and the J's (wavefunction renormalization

and coupling constant renormalization respectively). Note +hat %g =0

because of the U(l) hyperoharge symmetry. In general, ne would also have

to rescale the ghoat fields but the firat effeota of this would only

appear at the tvo-loop level &{d}~} and we will disregard ghost field

renorualization for the one-loop calculation of interest here. If ie

write Z = 1+iZ. for eaoh of the Z's we may divide the quantities appearing

in Lb into three aeta))|S\= {Sz£, Sz^, £z£, Sz^, Sz^, Sz^, %Z^ ,

, Smu, SmdJ, the renorsaalisede u d J ] = \ e , V , u , d , ¥

B- , ^ > and the renormaliaed parameters g^^-lgjg', \ , K , a^m^.m

\%\ is (?(i) *n̂ . formally infinite (but contains finite parts as well

wbicb are very important to maintain self-consistency] while \ 4 J an<^ ^

,

are finite, ff(.I^ and we have dropped only (^(oi1) terms in their definitions.

So far, the seven conatanta g are just parameters in a long

mathematical expression and have no physical meaning. In order to give

them physical content, we appeal to an experimental fact; there are no

absolute experimental measurements, only ratios of experimental results.

This is because there are no absolute scales (or units) of energy,distance,

electric charge or anything else. Some 'standard' experiments are done

to define 'standard' scales (and unitg)and the results of a l l other

experiments are expressed in terms of these s+andards. Thus, we oould

define the electron-volt so that n = .511°°34 MeV and compare al l

subsequent measurements with this standard.

The need for renorealisation is not a fiction or even a theoretical

drawback but a reflection of the philosophical unavailability of

absolute fundamental units. Thus, the absolute result of the calculation

of an 3-»oatrix element in terffls of g. and \%\ by itself makes no

physical sense. It is only ratios of S—matrii elements which have

phyeioal content because ,in these,the arbitrary rescaling in eq. (4) and (5)

s i l l drop out of ovr prediotion for the ratios of phyaioal experimental

measurements. Actually, because the units of tie parameters in g. and

1 ^ are not all the aane, we do not form ratios of matrix elements but

instead we chooae aoaie 'standard' matrix elements and write all the othera

in terms of these. This renders the entire S-siatrix gv finite^ independent

of

aatrix elements.

The procedure is then the following; Calculate 7 standard matrix

elements S ( g i t J$ | 1 A. ) *flere A. i a the tTV cut-off momentum and

i , j= l , , , 7 . (,A- enters here because, as we will see, 3 . will be defined

by sets of 'Feynman graphs' generated according to the 'Peynman rules'

of the theory and these will involve integrals over internal loop-

momenta, aa in eq. (2), which s i l l be ultra-violet (UV) divergent.)

and only implicitly dependent on g. through the seven 'standard'

-7-



Hex*, invert these equa+ions to write the g^( 3 . , \ i \ ^ / \ . )• Sow

oalculate e.ny other S-matrii element,say, Sg( g i , \i^ , A. ) in terns

of g. , \ %\ and /i_ and then solve for Sg in terms of S-, \ i \ a n d A.

by eliminating the g.. The thsiiry is constructed ao that, after S3B, the

tional dependence on^jJandA,, formally infinite quantities, will conc

He may write 3g, or »ny other 3-»atrix element, in teras of

S- (l5=1)ii7) a l ° n e a n i there appear no «ore troublesome TTV infinities.
0

A slightly more complicated procedure can he made to render al l

Oreen's functions (external foments off-mass-shell) UV finite but there

we must give some prescription for the \Sj as well.

Let's see bow this works in practice» ¥e start with the bare

Lagrangian L and divide i t into 3 parts for convenience- Two parts are

m finite and one is (formally) infinite; Lb = L ^ a d r a t i ( j + L * e r t i c M

+ L . ('T> for 'renoraalized' and ' o . t . ' for 'counter-terms'). Here,
C«ta

the renormalized Lagrangian Lr is gotten from 1 in eqa. (3-1) t" (3'6)

ty dropping al l of the lit+le 'o ' aupsraoripts or subscript? or, equi-

valently, setting all the \$] = 0. Ife include in ^T^^Aj.&+io al1 ttose

ter»3 in Lr which are products of e-xaolly 2 fields (fermion, vector

gcvge boaon or Hi£ge' scalar); i+ vili give +be prepay tors. Every+hing

else in Lr ia throwr. ir+c if . , and this eiverj renormalized interaction

t'er*ics *jf?efi to dns oi;r Fe;rnraan priiphs. 1 + will give another se* of

interaction vertisea called the 'counter—-term insertiotis' wtich vi l l

exactly subtract out all UT infinities generated by integrals over

internal loop momenta in tha Feynman graphs oonstruoted using L .

An example will shon the simplicity of this procedure. Look at

the lspton-gauge bo3on part of t\v in eq. (3.2) and expand i t out i n \ S j ,

consistently dropping terms of(3(£1)i ' C^U1 ) and all quark terms;

, togetber

3*"

The l a " and 2° terms go into L 1 ^^.

the lspton-aaSB -tarms from LJJ,* . yaipatio' e i v a

propagators for the V (m =0 ) and the electron. The 3*" term gives

the renormalized lep+on-gauge boson vertices and goea into

wbils the 4 ' a"d 5 terms go into l^,w. j, and give the lepton salf—

energy inser+ions and lejton-gauge hoson vertex insertions which will

subtract out all the UV divergenoes ooouring, to one loop, in +he effective

lepton self-energy and lepton-gauge boson couplings.

Finally, we induce 35B by giving the renornaliaed scalar Higgs1

field a vacuu»-expeotation-valu=i <0]H|07=f2E and introduce the US

angle se=g'(g +g> )~ ' and the electric charge e=s9g=o6g
1 and rotate the

fields Bj,and irL to give the Z = o^r — s^ and the photon AL,=

Sgifi + CgBp . The result of th.ia very long hut sya + ematio procedure is

a list of the renormalized propagators and vertices and the counter—tern

insertions called the 'Feynman rules' of the theory. These are shown

pictorially for the lepton-gauge boson interactions coming from L &„

in eq. (6) in Fig. 3- All of the possible topologies ooouring in the

Feynman rules resulting from the expansion of the contplete bare Lagrangian

(including the ghosts) are shown in Fig 4. In Figs.3 and 4 t tte solid

lines with arrows indicate fermion propagators i=V ,e,u,d, eto. while

the wiggly lines are gauge boaons ¥ = ¥*• ,Z^ , A- ,daahed lines are

Higga' scalars<p= ̂ -,4,,E and dotted lines with arrows are ghosts^ ,^ .

(j=l,,,4)> The renormalized propagators and vertices have no crosses while

the counter-term insertions are indicated by crosses. There are 14

propagators, 69 vertices and who knows haw many counter—term insertions

in SU(2),X 0(1). By comparison, (JED has 2 propagators, 1 vertex and

3 ooun+er—term insertions!

We are aow in a position +0 calculate our 7 'standard' matrix elements

in terms of whioh we will express the rest of ihe S-matrix. It turns out

th»t it is possible to form combinations of the g. so that these eoabinatjona

themselves are the results of predictions for experiaents. They are

+ &C«t*)+ quark terms (6)
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»r.d c<, = e /(dir)= g g' /(4Ti(g +S1 ) ) • "e need only to vri+e the

en*ire s-ma'rii in ^erms of thBse and i t is guarran4eed to tie UV f in i te ,

gauge invariant and independent of A. and \ i \ . We take the numerical

values of theao quantities as experimental inpu* data ('d ' for 'da ta ' )

in Our calculation of the FT electron—quark potential and will express

'he 3'e in terms of the i^ The choice of which data Of matrix elements

to use as our 'standard' ones is called the 'renormalization prescription'

and i t Bust bo emphasized that this particular choioe ia quite arbitrary}

tt jus* depends on which data from pre'-'ious experiments in terms of

which one shooses to predict the numerical values of 0, , C , . | C_ ,0 , ,

"- and C,d» Tfe choose this prescription because we bslieve that, upon

discovery of the W- and Z, the above will be the most accurately know data

around and also the Boat convenient for direct comparison of the results

of low energy atotnio physics experiments, high energy leptonic(and

other) experiments and the precise values of the nuon lifetime and
(3.9)

anomalous magnetic moment.

We now forn the one-parMDle-irreducible (1FI) vertex and self-

energy parts which are the 'backbone of the theory. These are indicated

by the shaded blobs in Tig. 5 and are gotten by putting together a l l

possible combinations of the renormalized propagators and vertioea con-

sistent with the Feynman rules in such a way that the diagram cannot be

out into 2 distinot parts by cutting one particle line, adding the

appropriate counter-term insertion(3) and -"hen integrating over internal

loop momenta k, aa in eq. (2), with momentum conservation at. the vertices.

The Feynman diagrams with an internal loop will, in general, have a. TJV

divergence ~ in(A-) as tbe UV out-off momentum /Y>, k;Ar»-*>but this will

be exactly cancelled by the ln(A) divergences appearing in the definitions

of \V\ in the counter-term insertion graphs after we have defined our

renormaliaation prescription. Then, i l l 1PI vertex and self—energy parts

will be UV finite . The results will be unique because both tbe divergent

and finite parts were generated in a systematic way from our starting

4 P . The reason that theorists are so excited about 3BGT'g is that

-11-

one can eliaUna'e al l UV divergenaes in a l l orders in CA. by +he re—

(15)
scaling in eqs. (4) and (5) when one rescales the ghos4 fields as welH

This is, to say the leas+, a nifty trick.

One of the most difficult +hings about this type of calculation

is to check that 4ha results are oorrect. Given the length and com-

plexity of one—loop calculations in 9U(2),X U(l), thia is no mean task.

Since all of the 1PI parts(and,indeed, all 3—matrix elements and Green's

functions) coMe from L in 83.(3.1) one can imagine that there are many

relations betwaen the resulta of different calculations. For example,

the 1PI Z—A nixing is related to the 1PI 4,—A nixing because the <f,

is, in some sense, the longitudinal component of the maasive vector

Z boson. These relations *P« oalled the Tfard—Takahasbi—slavnov—Taylor P- J

identities; they are true even non-pertu?batively and follow from the

fundamental SU(2), X U(l) symmetry of the theory. ?e may use them as a

very strong check on the correctness of our results simply by calculating

the relevin* lpl parts separately and making sure that the known

relations be + we9H them (the Ifard identities) are satisfied. Further, the

fact that all quadratic divergences*v /^ cancel even before renormalization

(addition of the oounter— t.erffl graphs) and that all logarithmie divergences

cancel after renoraiali2*tion (even in Qreen's functions), along with othe.r

checks not mentioned here^ gives us added confidence in the correctness

of our formulae for the C's. Ve emphasize that, since it is almost

impoa*tl>le to check thia type of calculation without doing it, yourself,

the substantiation of one's claim that the reaults are correct is every

bit as important as the result itself.

Having formed the UV finite 1PI self-energy and vertex parts, »e can

now calculate the 0 's in H^r11 • ¥e will calculate H ^ q only through

0 (rfGjJ discarding term, of C T ^ C y ) , <?-( Q*), t ^ p t O ^ / ^ ) ;^(p^/M^)

2
where m, ig some typical hadronic naas. We take the limit q =0

and assume )L^ 3GeV or so. Further, we neglect all Oabibbo-+ype

mixings between generations of quarks and neglect completely the effeots

of strong interactions of the quarks.

-12-



The C 'a coma from the contributions of the one—loop graphg(

displayed in terms of the 1PI partSjOf Figs. 6,7 and 8. We find, after

adding the oontributiona from the tree graph in Fig* 2 (the C 'B),the

parammters appearing in H,,,^ in eq. ( l ) correct through &\ eL) to be

H +
6ir L 2 fi«?

In -§ + — 2 In -2

l d 6 6TT L 6 4 3*f •I 3

= — R <+• "— I - - — — — — — — —— — =• + ! —
r> Air- I o? E;̂  : „ ' n £.„*•*£ y 06-T l 27 54

20H 5 eg

9 3̂ + s l

1 6 - | O | ' 9 9

655 v& 17 5v,
+ + —„

quarks

9 ri nv £
27 108 3se

4 2
 2tw / 5 ° e \ 2 2 l r N

In OS + [ - + — r l H l n c f + - 2 . In ~

3 8 ? s - r e 3Heht -2e quarks

(7,1)

(7-2)

(7-3)

(7.5)

with H=3 the number of light feraion generations, aJ=H' in tha absence

of strong interactions, • 1j ,01̂ ^̂ , i»d +he masses respeotivaly of the iespeotivaly of the i t h

oharged lepton, up-type quark and down-type quark. T^\ and f f , oome from

confbinationa of TTj, Cfrom 'tilQ Z~A "iiing graphs of Pig- 7) and TTrg

(from 'fhe &-Z self-energy graphs of Fig. 6) anj depend in an algebraically

complicated mj on . | 5. 1-*% yM | a n d JP =

-13-

(8.1)

BJ/2 +BQ + —

l n

—In

"e 8e

• V V I +C-37+21«|+ -y
J 4«9

In

«n+l

nhere x. are the roots of the equation -pZ xZ+(p2+a2-rn2)x + n? = 0 and

T(n,x)=- xnln( ~ ) - Z

(8.2)

(8.6)

(8.7)

k (8.8)

Some comments on these formulae are in order here* Vote that we sun

only over light fermions. In principle, an ultra—heavy fermion doublet

f= (f") oould contribute via the 9 t h , 10 and 11 t h graphs in the Z-k "iilng

in Fig. 5b (or in the Z-Z aelf-energv) and «• could oount tbe nuaber of

fermion generations in existence by doing an experiment to aeacure, say, 0- •

Tbe TO theory gives the sensible inaner that i f the aasses of the fersiona in

the doublet are nearly degenerate •*•&• "f ^ "w ( Su'(2) sjymetry not very

badly broken by tbe Base Matrix), tbe oontribution of auoh a doublet is exactly

oanoelled by tbe counter-terms» the last diagram in f ig . 5b (and a
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sinilar coun+er-term diagram for the Z s^lf-energy). Thug, the

renormaliza+ion program works in such a way +hat a doublet of quarks

weighing 1 ton is prevented from affecting low-energy physics. Note, further,

that there is no singularity as the neu+?ino mass a — -̂0 and that we have

summed over 3 quark colors for each guarlc flavor in the Z-A and Z-Z 1?I parts.

Another observation is that the result of the one-loop calculation

can he written as a current—current interaction as in eq. (1) in the first

place. Although many such terms appeared in the intermediate stages of the

calculation, all tlV and IB divergences have cancelled, al l terms not sup—

pressed "by an overall factor of aLO ~ have cancelled and a l l of the long-ranged

FV interactions carried by photons in Fig 7 have cancelled as well. That

these 'coincidences' must occur can be proved using dispersion relations

and Uard identities^so that the V3 theory predicts that FV interactions are

weak a-nd short-ranged, even at the one—loop level. Further, one could have

imagined that scalar— pseudo scalar terms like TlCeuu or eeuY u could have

beer, irduced at the one-loop level by the 'boi diagrams' of Fig. 8. These

are a l l suppressed by factors of >»e/» r f c »nd discarded.

Note the dependence on the aiass SL of the physical Higgs' 3calar H

in TYi and TV.) , a- large fraction of which is due to the Z—A mixing counter—

ter graph'a (last diagram in Fig« 5b) contributionTC, • Although none

of the other Z-4. miiing graphs have an H aoalar in the«, the finite part of

the counter-terns graph does depend on M_ because the W and Z self—energies,

used to calculate the input parameters K and IL, do have internal H Biggs1

l ines. This is an example of the complicated internal consistency re-

quirements, of a correct renormalization prescription generated by the long—

winded, but straightforward,expansion of L as discussed before.

Finally, there were many l*fge contribution to the C *s but they tend

to cancel rather than enhance eachother. Since the number of graphs in Bone

very high order in ci. is huge (much larger that 137), this cancellation is

crucial for the justification of perturbation theory at a l l , no natter how

small the coupling constant. Thus, we should not be suprised that partial

calculations, based on the examination only of 'large logs' *• In -k

-15-

or the boi diagrams of Fig. 8 give answers so far from the correot ones.

! • you Vno», many small numbers can conspire ^° cancel a large one and

has happensd repeatedly in thia couplets calculation of the radiative

corrections to the FV electron—quark potential.

Sow cooes the great leap of faith. Ve would like to relate the 0^u

and C. . (i=l,2,3) for quarks to similar parameters C ip and C^ for protons

(P) and neutrons (K) occuring in the effective eleotron-nucleon (e-N)

Harailt.onian H_I :

v
For this, as need some modBl of the effects of strong interactions of quarks

inside nucleons.

It is known that sets of hadrons can be grouped together according to

3U(3) nultiplets. The members of the multiplet, in this case the P, S>

jr+, 2~t X ' 2"» 3- and/Sin an octet, all have similar maasea and decay

rates and magnetic momenta, etc. related by 3U(3) formulae to reasonably

good accuracy. Presumably, this is due to a (softly broken) 3U{3) global

symmetry among u, d and s (strange) quarks, described by OabibbOjwhich

also gives the relationst J

P= 2Glu+
(10.1)

2 C l d

Ji'-h g /g^ = 1.8^5+.006 and D = .826 ±.007 • These relations refleo+

the hypothssio th*t the strong interactions affeot the axial-vector aoupling>

but not the vector ooupling^in ft decay; H —> P + o +^ e *

-16-



Let us itaua; that the »l>ove, along with thB substitution •- =
proton

in «}S. (7.1) to (7.4), properly describe* the relationship between the

quirks in ILT' and the nueleons in E^TN. He Ihen have Q. = -C

= (1.2551.006)^,^/(6^. Ve list, the values of t ,5 c,p l
l p , C l F , C 2 p an<3

for various values of 8 g = 1 - K I / H ! an3 JL in Table I . We have used

« , = 8 } . l GeV and. ^uarlt masses ^ = ^ = . 4 (JeV, Bg=,7QeV, D =1.8 OeV, a =5 OeV,

•^=10 OeV (?) and lepton aasses »e=.511 MeV, a = 105 MeV and 0 =1.78 OeV.

Aside from going through a detai led inspection of Table I . we mav
(30)

make the following observations. At tree l e v e l , +be quantit ies C? = - j T /2

7 1 1 '
C1B= "V 2 ' ~ °2P= C2K = C1-2551.006)170/2 From the ratio of the neutral

eurrent to charged current neu+rino scatterings, >e know that, at tree level .

•ft= .221 .01 to that we expeot T^= 4sg-l*- .O8 . * tree level . This Beans

that there is an unfortunate coincidental (T) suppression of cTp.O^p *nd

d2S b y *" B l t r a ""isr of •ignituiie. Sinoe radiatiTe oorreotione in 3V{S).X

U(l) visuilly give 3^ to 4$ corrections to i,uantiti«B whiah have no luofc

oolnciien*al «up?reB3ion, »- expect that the one-loop corrections Bight

account for 3OJE to 4OJC of the values of 0 l p TC2 p and C^ and # to 4% of the

value of ,_.
le l i s t in Table II the ratios of the one- loop corrections to the

tree level values for these paraneters, tor •% = .2J|and various values of

the 3ig5s' Bass J^. *e see that, for snail Higga' aass (IL = 3 OeV),

T T
the corrections to C l p and C2p are 2.9i$, ani-U.ajg respectively; suprialngly

e»all considering t i e suppression of these par&aeters by v e at tree level .

On the other hand, C^ and Cffl are corrected by -2.65% and-20.2JC respectively

•bicb are quite large given that 0^ is E&l suppressed by vft. Thus, we

conclude that , for BMall | ^ , -the radiative oorrections are large for

neutrons, amall for 0 l p and *of medium importanoe for 0 ? .

For very large Biggs' m i (U^ 10 T«7) there are large radiative

oorreotiOTis te »11 the C • . The Higg»'-«asi-d»pend«nt corrections »bovs

•ooount for 2.6% ooir.etiOBB to C*_ an* •»»«* e85t eorreotions to each of

- n-

in a neasureaent of C.p.02j. or C,_ (and, to a lesser eiten+ ,

C.pl C2F,and C,™ • ?or a9=.23V,tbe largest M -̂dapendent contribution ia,

by fa?, from *he counter-*ero insertion in the 2—A mixing. Therefore, for

large Higg3' oasa and s g naa.r .23, a large part of the experimental signal

i3 liable

to 3ome fron the deepest part of the gauge—structure of the TI3 theory, the

counter-term sector, and, in that, from the Biggs' sector nhicb. ia central

iz th* idea or spontaneous symmetry "breakirig (53B). It turns out that

«e are not really allowed to do a perturbation expansion in the parameter

X in eq. (1°&) for uJi 10 Jt 30 that these JL—dependent corrections are a.n

indication of the order of loagnitude rather than a proper result for

Hj. X .8 Te7. ITevertheles3, these calculations show that i t ia important

to consider what does happen,for auch a large Higgs' mass, to our PV
(24)

parameters. Who knowsl An atomic physics experiment might discover the

first effects of the elusive Higgs' scalar H i f i t s ' mass ia too large for i t

to be produced in high-energy aooelleratoral

We must now face tha most important que3+ion. Bo the above results

properly give the predictions of the US theory for erperiaents on FV in

one—eleo+ron atoms?

The largest source of uncertainty ia , of course, the possible effects

of strong interactions. The errors quoted for 6^/gy a™i D in etjs. (10.1)

to (10.6) are eiperiaental errors, but one should also question the assumptions

which vent into these formulae and the data analysis in the first place.

The formulae for C-.̂ , and C,_ and the terms proportional to g,/gy can

be derived by invoking only strong 3U(2) global symmetry between protona

and neutrons. This ie the beat approximate symmetry of hadrona in nature

(good to better than 1% accuracy) so we may believe the quoted error in

g /g™ (the ratio of aiial—vector to vector ccvifNn ŝ in neutron
T T

=0, we say expect that the results for
T

e

3inoe C,u+C,d

T TC,,. and the tree level values C__,C,_ are reliable.

The radiative corrections C, and 3 suffer from at least three sources
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of strong-interaction uncertainty, F i rs t ly , lhe value of D quoted does

no* reveal +he fact +hat + he chiral 3U(3))C3U(3) symmetry on which

i t is based is a. good approximate aymme+ry of hadror.s only to 10£ to 3O£,

depending on +be process considered. . Thu3, the error quoted in D is

misleading; i t could really be off by as much as 3O5S. Secondly, there could

be purely nuolear FV effects (exchange of W+ and Z between quarks within the

nucleus) which are carried out to the electrons by pbotOn3. This would

contribute only to C2p and 3 ^ . Thirdly, mloek e t . a l . have abown that

the so-called axial-vector (Y,.) anomaly could change C2u'C?d'°^u t 0Id ^ 1 0^

^ < W = i C 2 d - <:L C 2U a n d ' i ' : : 3 v 1
= 4 C 3 d - -1 C3u >* S i Y l o e C 3 u ' ° l d a n d t b e t r e e "

T T
level values C-^iC^ are accidentally suppressed by a factor of v . , our

confidence in C^p.C,^ at the orw-loop level and C^-iO™ a t t h e t f ee level

ia not too badly shaken. However, given the above three {and probably

more) sources of strong-interaction uncertainty, OUT confidence in the

precise predio+ion of the MS theory for C,_,C>D to , Bay, 10* is ruined.

the Lamb shift in hydrogen and take i t s imaginary part in order to

, a l l of the eiperiaents on FV in hydrogen now in progress'1 '

are trying to measure C2p 30 that the theoretical interpretation of the

experimental signal is liable to be quite a lot l e g s d e a r at. the 10jS level

than originally though^due to the aocidental suppression of C by v i - .08

at the tree level and etrong-inte-action effects.

There is another aource of theoretical uncertainty for experiments on

th3 FV effects in one-electron atoms which hag nothing to do with the strong

interactions. This ia due to tbe fact that the electron is in a. bound-state

with the nucleus. We should properly use QE2 bound-state vavefunctions

(given, to f i r s t appi-oiination by the well-known hydrogen-like wavgfunctions)

as basis states around which to do perturba+ion theory rather than the

free-particle state3 defining the S-iOa.trii.Ve would then have to take into

account an infinite number of Coulomb-photon exchanges between the quarks

and the electron in Figs. 6,7 and 6 in this bound-state field theory. To

sake natters even worse, i t is not an energy-level shift which ia to be

measured "but a transition r a t s . ThiB Beans that we should properly consider

-19-

make the connection between the radiative corrections of the WS theory

and the FV effects in tbe transition 23 —* IS + V in hydrogenic atoms. Tbe

reason is that, for bound-state processes, the amplitude for a transition

is not gauge—invariant. The rate is, however, because the positions of polea

in (Jreen'g functions are gauge invariant and the rate ia just the imaginary

part (the energy level is the real part) of the pole.

A complete discussion, starting from first principles, of 1»und—state

and purely atomic physics effects for tbe tree-laTel graph of Fig. 2 haa

already been carried out for atoas with an arbitrary number of electrons.

It is alao possible to reformulate field theory in terms of QED bound—states,

rather than the S—natrix, and to do a systeaatic perturbation expansion

(28)
and renormalization around bound—states. One can imagine, however, that

the non-Abellian nature of the 13 theory introduces all sorts of subtleties'

and it remains to carry out a systematic calculation of all radiative

corrections to FV effects in one—electron atoas within this con+ext.

The experimental situation for FV effects IK one—electron atoms seems

quite hopeful. Groups at Tale, Dniv. of Washington and Univ. of Michigan

are working on experiments which will measure C p p reliably at the tree level.

The progress in trapped ions reported by Prof. Toschek is ao impreeaive

that one can imagine experiments to measure FV effects in, say, trapped He.

H deuterium may provide a laboratory in which we might better understand

T
strong-interaction effects because the nuclear—spin dependent C,,2—

_ -T . _TTC-_ = 0 at tree level . I t may even be possible to find some coherent FV

effect in B06*-8inBteir. ooudstiBsd spin-polarised hydrogen. As reported

by Prof. ICleppner, spin—polarized hydrogen ia already available at high

densities and they are s+»tfclng th» elusive Eoae—Einstein gas relentlessly.

One of the most hopeful suggestions, to oy Bind, for the meaeureaent

of the radiative corrections to FV effects in atoms, is a oomoent by Bunford,

Lewis and Williams. They point out that anu experiment which sums over
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hyperfine states in hydrogen and ie carried ou1 a* the 6 —f crossing in

tbd hydrogen RaM diagram at a constant external magnetic field | B | A ' 1 2 0 0

Gauss will measure C lp + *105C2p • The reason for the suppression of C

ia that, forJ3|^100 Gauss, we are in the Pascfcen-Ba-ok limit and the

atomic states have almost jure I (nuclear spin) and J (electron total

angular momentum) rather than total angular mcmentua F ; 7=I+J. Ideally,
2

such an experiment would be done with deuterium H because i t would measure,

to extremtly good accuracy, the radiative corrections to the combination C 2 =

1; E

C1P+ C1H a r d e uPP r e 3 s + h e uncertainties ic C2p+ C^ due to strong interactions.

Ve have seen that C,p and C. do not suffer terribly from strong-interaction

uncertainties and so these eiperimen+s in hydrogen or deuterium will be

theoretically 'clean' once the bound-state effects are understood. They ¥i l l

then teat ttaa radiativa corrections-in SU(2)LX U(l). Bitce ridiativa

corrections are incalculable in the phenomenologioal Fermi theory, this n i l l

provide the first evidence that non-Ahellian gauge invariance, responsible

for the deeper renormalizable 33GT structure of the Weinberg-Salam theory,

is a fundamenta.1 principle of nature.
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that gauge invariance is maintained, as expected. A aystematio treatment of

these effects from first principles is eruoial to an understanding of

bound-state processes' subtleties} B.¥.Lynn,Columbla Univ Report CT-TF-134.

For «. review of bound-state field theory in qSD see O.I. Bodvin &

D.R. Tennie, Physics Report £7 (1978), 267; sl«o, O.P. Lepage, 81AC

Report Ko. 212 (1978)) B.W. Lynn, (1962) to be putliohed.

U.S. Christ ft T.5. Lee, Phya. Rev. D 22 (i960), 939.

(30) The tree-level parameters are quite sensitive to the faotor R=(37.28l/lL)2/s|

and the precise values of 1L and B^I-M?/)!^ which go into i t . For example,

i f we f i i H^=83.1 3eV and vary s^ from .231 to .201, the tree-level

parameters change by 14$. Although uncertainties in the wavefunctions of

heavy atoms will render the one—loop corrections oaloulated here of negligible

importance for experiments on PV effeots in heavy atoms, the theoretical

interpretation of the experimental signal will depend heavily on the precise

value of S and the best possible data for K_ and M, should be used.
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Table I
Burwrioa.1 Values of the P&ri+y-Viol&*ior, Parameters (30)

Table I (continued)

ao

• 175

186

197

208

214

219

231

242

253

264

275

K^OeV)

91.5

92.1

92.7

93-4

93-7

94.1

94.7

95.4

96.1

96.9

97.6

3-16 OeV

.181

•145

.113

.0843

.0711

.0584

•0349

•0135

-.00610

—0241

—0408

Eiggs' K&ss

10 Oev

.1E1

. 145

.113

.0845

.0713

.0586

.0351

.0137

-.OO597

-.0240

—0407

100 OeV

•in:

.147

•115

.0862

.0726

.0601

.0365

.0150

— OO477

-.0229

— 0397

1 TeV

.16?

.152

.119

.0904

.0769

.O641

.0403

.0186

-.00127

-.0195

-0364

10 2eV

• ••<V

.157

.124

o0951

.0815

.0686

.0446

.0227

.00271

—0157

—0327

100 ?e

.£00

.163

.130

.100

.0866

.0736

.0494

.0273

.00713

-.0114

—0285

'2P Higga* Hase Kg

3-16 OeV 10 OeV 100 OeV 1 10 TeV 100 TeV

.175

.186

.197

.208

.214

.219

•231

.242

•253

.264

• 275

91.5

92.1

92.7

93.4

93.7

94.1

94.7

95*4

96.1

96.9

97.6

.214

.170

.131

.0968

.0808

.0657

.0376

.6120

—0113

-.0326

-O523

.214

.170

.132

.0970

.0811

.0659

.0378

.0122

-.0111

—0325

-.0522

.216

•173

.134

.0990

.O83O

.0676

.0395

.0138

-.00959

-.0311

-.0508

.223

.179

• 139

.104

.0682

.0728

• 0443

.0184

-.OO52O

-.0266

—O468

.230

.185

.146

.110

.0939

.0784

.0497

.0236

-.000204

-.0220

-.0421

.236

.193

•153

.117

.100

.0847

.0557

.0294

.OO534

-.0166

—O368

• 175

.186

.197

.208

.214

.219

•231

.242

•253

.264

• 275

VOeV)

91-5

92.1

92.7

93.4

93.7

94.1

94.7

95-4

96.1

96.9

97.6

3.16 OeV

- 5 5 6

-523

—494

—469

- 4 5 7

—446

—425

—406

--38?

-374

—360

Biggs' Mae*

10 OeV

—556

-524

—495

—469

—457

-446

—425

-407

-.390

—374
—36O

100 OeV

- 5 5 9

—526

-.497

—471
- 4 5 9

-.448

—427

-.408

-OPl
—376
-.362

"H

1 iV

—564

-531
-.501

—475
-463

-452

-431

-.412

-395

-379

-.364

10 TeV

-.569

- 5 3 6

-.506

-479
—467

—456

—434

-415

—398

-382

—367

100 1

—575
-541
—511
-.484
—472

-.46O

- 4 3 6

-419

—401

—385

-370

~2E

2

•175

.166

.197

.208

.214

.219

.231

.242

.253

.264

.275

I (0.V)

91.5

92.1

92.7

93*4

93.7

94.I

94.7

95-4

96.1

96.9

97.6

3.16 OeV

—208

—I65

-.127

—0926

—0768

-.0618

—0340

—00873

.0143

.0354

.0548

Biggs' Mass ]

10 OeV

—209

—165

— 127

-.0928

—0770

-.0620

—0342

-.00891

.0141

.0353

.0547

100 OeV

—211

—168

-.129

—0949

—0790

—0639

—0359

—0105

.0126

.0339

.0534

1 TeV

-.218

-174

—135

-.100

—O84I

—0689

-.0407

-.0151

.00825

.0296

.0493

10 TeV

—225

—180
-.141
— 106

—0899

^0746

-.0461

—0203

.00325

.0248

.Q446

100 It

-.232

-.188

-.148

—113

—0963

—0808

—0521

-.0260

—00229

.0194

.0394

-21- -1.8-
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Ttfclt II

Ratio of foe-Loop Correction*, to Tr*« V»lu«»

of Parity-Violetion ParanctcrB for .231

IP

3.16
10

100

1
10

100

OeV

0«Y

GeV
TeV

TeV

Te7

.0294

.0341

.O75O

.187

•314
• 454

- .0265

-.0257

-.0211
-.Ol^O
-.00487

.00432

-.118
-.113

-.0723
.0400
.167
.307

-.202

- 1 9 7

- 1 5 7

—0-H43

.0823

.223

Figure Captions

Figure lai
Figure lbi

Figure 2 >

Lowest OrcLer PV eleotron-quark scattering in Fermi Theory
Correction to electron-quark scattering in Fermi Theory

Lowest-Order PV electron-quark scattering in Wein'berg-
Salaa Theory

Figure 3 1 Feynman Rules Generated from Liuw

Figure 4 > Possible topologies of Feynman Rules generated fron 1

Figure 5ai 1PI electron -photon Vertex Part
Figure 5b: 1PI 2-A miiing Part
Figure 5oi 1PI Electron Self-Biergy Part

Figure 6 i Feynnan Diagrams lF-reduci'ble by cutt ing a Z l ine '

Figure 7 * Feynman Diagrams IP—reducible by cutting a photon l ine

Figure 8 > Box Diagrams

- 3 0 -
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